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Parton distributions of the proton
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To obtain improved parton densities of the proton, we present a new global analysis of deep-

inelastic and related data including, in particular, the recent measurements of Fq at DESY HERA,
of the asymmetry of the rapidity distributions of TV+ production at the Fermilab pp collider and
of the asymmetry in Drell-Yan production in yp and pn collisions. We also incorporate data to
determine the Savor dependence of the quark sea distributions. We find that the behavior of the
partons at small z is consistent with the precocious onset of BFKL leading ln(lie) dynamics. We

discuss the ambiguities remaining in the gluon distribution. We present improved predictions for R'
boson (and t quark) production at the Fermilab pp collider.

PACS number(s): 13.60.Hb, 12.38.Bx, 12.38.+k, 13.15.+g

I. INTRODUCTION —0.5
&gq &gaea

The increased precision in the experimental measure-
ments of deep-inelastic scattering and related processes
over the last few years has led to a considerable improve-
ment in our knowledge of the parton distributions of
the proton. However, several significant sets of measure-
ments have become available since the last global analy-
ses of the data were perforxned to determine the parton
densities. The new data may be divided into two groups.
First, we have the measurements of the structure func-
tion Fq(z, q ) for electron-proton deep-inelastic scatter-
ing for z ( 10 s by the Hl and ZEUS Collaborations at
the DESY ep collider HERA [1—3], and second, the mea-
surement of the asymmetry in Drell- Yan production in pp
and pn collisions by the NA51 Collaboration at CERN [4]
and of the asyxnmetry of the R'+ rapidity distributions
by the Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF) Collabora-
tion [5]. The two groups of measurements have quite
distinct implications for the partons and are, therefore,
to a great extent decoupled. The HERA I'"2 data offer
the first constraints on partons in the previously unex-
plored small-x regixne, whereas the two asymmetry mea-
surements probe fine details of the quark distributions in
the region 2: 0.1. The latter information is crucial, for
example, for a precise determination of the mass of the
TV boson at the Ferxnilab collider.

Figure 1 shows the dramatic rise of I"2 with decreasing
x, which was first observed by the H1 and ZEUS Collab-
orations [1]. Also shown are the extrapolated predictions
for I'2 at Q =15 GeV from two parton sets (Do,D' )
[8] made before the HERA measurements became avail-
able, but which it was believed would span the data. The
upper limit, the curve D', was motivated by ass»ming
the precocious onset of Balitsky-Fadin-Kuraev-Lipatov
(BFKL) dynamics [9] in which the gluon and sea quark
distributions have the singular form

Such extrapolations are notoriously unreliable and have
failed in the past. Moreover, as we will see in Sec. III,
the connection with precocious BFKL behavior turns out
to be more subtle than (1) would suggest. Although Dz
and D' are the most recent published Martin-Roberts-
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FIG. 1. Hl aud ZEUS data [1] obtained trom the 1992
HERA run, but published in 1993, together with earlier data
(interpolated to q =15 GeV ) obtained by the NMC [6]
and BCDMS Collaborations [7]. The "pre-HERA" extrap-
olations obtained using MRS(Ds, D' ) parton sets [8] were ex-
pected to span the forthcoming HERA measurements. The
"post-HERA" curve H is the result of a global analysis [10]
which included the HERA data.

as 2: —+ 0, whereas the Do curve was the lower limit
anticipated &om conventional Regge expectations with
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Stirling (MRS) sets of partons, a set MRS(H) was sub-
sequently made available, which was obtained from a
global analysis that incorporated the measurements [1]
of E2 &om the 1992 HERA run. The curve denoted by
H in Fig. 1 is an example of the quality of the fit. The
main feature is that the HERA measurements required a
small-x behavior of the form
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Higher statistics measurements of F2, obtained &om the
1993 HERA run, have just become available in prelimi-
nary form [2,3]. We incorporate these data in our new
global analysis and in Sec. III we discuss the implications
for the small-x behavior of the partons and for /CD dy-
namics. The new HERA data for F2 are in line with the
old (i.e., show the same rise with decreasing z), and in
fact the MRS(H) partons still give an excellent fit in the
HERA small-x region.

The data in Figs. 2 and 3 are, respectively, the mea-
surement of the asymmetry in Drell-Yan production in
pp and pn collisions [4],
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FIG. 2. Measurement of the asymmetry in Drell-Yan pro-
duction in pp and pn collisions made by the NA51 Collabora-
tion [4) at z = ~v=0.18. The curves obtained from MRS(H)
[10] and CTEQ2M [11] partons predate the measurement.
The MRS(A) curve is obtained kom the global fit, presented
in this paper, which includes the NA51 data point.

~m ~s
DY =

70'~ + Cr~
(4)

and of the asymmetry of the rapidity distributions of the
charged leptons from W+ ~ 1+v decays at Fermilab [5]:

zr(l+) —o(l )
o(l+) +o(l—

)
' (5)

A brief description of MRS(H) can be found in Ref. [10].

In (4), o' = d zr/dM dy]„—o, where M and y are the in-
variant mass and rapidity of the produced lepton pair,
while, in (5), zr(l+) = do/dyz are the differential Jzp m
W+X + 1+vX cross sections for producing l+ leptons of
rapidity yz. Also shown are the predictions of MRS(H)
and the equivalent set of partons, CTEQ2M, obtained by
the CTEQ Collaboration [11].We see that neither set of
partons gives a satisfactory description of both asymme-
tries. This deficiency of the parton sets is not surprising.
The reason is that the high-precision muon and neutrino
deep-inelastic structure function data, which provide the
core constraints of the global analyses, do not pin down
the combination d —u of parton densities. Indeed, the
Drell-Yan asymmetry experiment was proposed [12] as it
was uniquely equipped to determine just this combina-
tion of densities. The asymmetry data therefore ofFer a
fine-t»ning of the u, d, u, and d parton densities in the re-
gion z 0.1, which is invaluable for the precision studies
of the W boson at Fermilab. To this end we include for
the first time the asymmetry data in the global analysis
(together with the new HERA measurements of F2) and
find a new set of partons, which we denote MRS(A). The
resulting description of the asymmetry measurements is
also shown in Figs. 2 and 3. We discuss this aspect of
the global analysis in Sec. IV.

The outline of the paper is as follows. We first explain,
in Sec. II, the procedure that we follow to determine the
parton densities from a global analysis of the data. We
give details of the new improved MRS(A) parton dis-
tributions, and we compare them with the MRS(H) set.
Sections III and IV consider the impact of the new small-
@ and asymmetry data, respectively. In Sec. V we discuss
the ambiguities in the present knowledge of the gluon. In
Sec. VI we update the predictions for W boson and top
quark production at the Fermilab pp collider, and finally
in Sec. VII we present our conclusions.
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FIG. 3. Asymmetry A(yz) of the rapidity distributions of
the charged leptons from W+ -+ 1+v decays observed at
Ferroiiab [5] as a function of the lepton rapidity yz. The
curves are the next-to-leading-order descriptions obtained us-
ing MRS(H) [10], CTEQ2M [ll], and the new MRS(A) par-
tons. The MRS(A) analysis, presented in this paper, includes
the data in the global St.
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II. GLOBAL ANALY'SIS

The parton distributions f; are determined from a
global fit to a wide range of deep-inelastic and re-
lated data. The basic procedure is to parametrize
the f; at a sufficiently large Qo (Qo = 4 GeV )
so that f; (x, Q ) can be calculated at higher Q in
perturbative /CD using next-to-leading-order Altarelli-
Parisi [Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi (GLAP)] evolu-
tion equations. In view of the quantity and variety of
data that are fitted, it is remarkable that an excellent
description can be obtained with the simple parametriza-
tion

zu„=A„z"'(1—x)"'(1+e„~z+p„z),
zd„=A~z»(I —z)&'(I + e&~z+ p~z),

xS = Agz "(1—x)"'(1+spaz+ psz),
zg = As z "(1 —z)"s (I + psz),

where the valence distributions u = u —u and d = d —d,
and where the total sea distribution S = 2(u+ d+ s+ c).
We assume that 8 = 8. At present there are not enough
experimental constraints on the gluon to justify the in-
troduction of an extra parameter e~ in xg or to determine
the exponent A independent of that of the sea-quark dis-
tribution S. Three of the four A; coefBcients are de-
termined by the momentum and Savor sum rules. The
distributions are defined in the modified minimal sub-
traction (MS) renormalization and factorization scheme,
and the /CD scale parameter AMs (ny = 4) is taken as a
&ee parameter.

The fiavor structure of the quark sea is taken to be

2u = 0.4(1 —b)S —b, ,

2d = 0.4(1 —b) S + b. ,

0.4, 0.4, and 0.2 in Eq. (7). The first indications for such
a suppression came &om early deep-inelastic dimuon pro-
duction data, but now there is much firmer evidence for
our input ass»option. The Chicago-Cob~mbia-Fermilab-
Rochester (CCFR) Collaboration [14] have performed a
next-to-leading-order analysis of their vN ~ p p,+X
data and deduce that the strange sea distributions should
lie within the shaded band shown in Fig. 4. The strange
sea that we find is shown by the curve denoted by
MRS(A) in Fig. 4 and satisfies the experimental con-
straint.

The input charm sea is determined by the European
Muon Collaboration (EMC) deep-inelastic data for the
structure function I"2. We proceed as follows. We assume
that

c(x, Q2) =0 for Q (m,
and generate a nonzero distribution at higher Q by
massless CLAP evolution at next-to-leading order. The
structure functions are also calculated using massless co-
efficient functions. Since Q2 = m2 falls below our input
scale Q2o=4 GeV2, we use an approximate set of partons
to evolve between m and 4 GeV . Taking zero charm at
Q2 = m2, we find that the shape of the resulting charm
distribution generated at Qz=4 GeV2 is well described by
the input parametrization of the overall S distribution.
As might be expected, the normalization, specified by the
parameter b of (7), depends sensitively on the value cho-
sen for m . We adjust b to give a good description of the
F2 data for Q & 5 GeV2. The fit is shown in Fig. 5 and
corresponds to b=0.02 and to a charm distribution which
can be evolved from zero at Q2 = m2=2. 7 GeV2. The
value 8=0.02 implies that, at the input scale Qz~ ——4 GeV2,
the charm sea carries 0.4% of the proton's momentiim,
as compared to nearly 4% carried by the strange quark
sea.

2s = 0.2(1 —b)S,
2c= bS,

at Q2 = Qo2 = 4 GeV2, with

zA —= z(d u) = A~z"—(1 —z)"'(I + p~z) . (8)
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The first hint that the u, d Savor symmetry of the sea is
broken (with d & u on average) came from the evaluation
of the Gott&ied sum by the New Muon Collaboration
(NMC) [13]. In fact, until then all global analyses had
assumed u = d. As we shall see in Sec. IV, the observed
Drell-Yan asymmetry provides further evidence that d )
u, which we allow through the parametrization of 4 given
in (8). The Savor breaking can be associated with the
breaking of p —ap meson Regge exchange degeneracy, and
so we choose the exponent rl~ in (8) to be close to that of
the valence quark densities. To be precise, we set g~ ——0.4
[whel'eas fol' MRS(H) we set 'g~ = 'pi=0.$35].

As in earlier MRS parametrizations, we ass»me that,
the input strange sea is suppressed by 50% in relation to
the u and d sea distributions —hence we get the factors of
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FIG. 4. The shaded band is the strange sea quark distribu-
tion zs (z, q =4 GeV ), determined by the CCFR Collabora-
tion [14] from a next-to-leading-order analysis of their dimuon
production data. In addition, they find that s/(9+ d) is, to
a good approximation, independent of x. Also shown is the
MRS(A) input strange sea quark distribution zs (z, Qs = 4
GeV ), as given in Eq. (7).
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for muon data. Our treatment of the charm sea at large
x and modest Q2 is suspect, but then its contribution
is too small to distort the analysis. Finally, the b-quark
contribution is included by ass»ITIIng that

10:

10:

b(x, Q )=0 forQ (ms,
with m&

——30 GeV2, and nonzero contributions at higher
q2 generated by the same "massless" prescription that
was used for c(x, Q2).

The experimental data that are used to constrain the
parton densities are listed in Table I, together with the
leading-order partonic subprocesses, which helps us to
see which features of the distributions are constrained by
the various data sets. As far as the global analysis is
concerned, the "core" deep-inelastic data for z &0.01 are
the Bologna-CERN-Dubna-Munich-Saclay (BCDMS) [7]
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FIG. 5. Description of the EMC data [17] for F2 by the
MRS(A) partons. We assume that the c ~ p + X branching
ratio is 8'Fo.
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Our prescription for the charm quark distributions is
only valid far above threshold, W2 = Q2(1—x)/x )) 4m2.
Near threshold, a more rigorous treatment of quark mass
efFects is required. As discussed in detail in Ref. [15]
(see also [16]), various prescriptions are possible. For
example, one can define heavy quark densities accord-
ing to our prescription and absorb the threshold effects
into the coefBcient functions. Nevertheless, Fig. 5 shows
that our treatment of the charm distribution does give
a reasonable description of the EMC data [17] for E2
with Q2 ) 5 GeV2. These data do in fact lie in the
region R' && 4m, . It is interesting to note that our sat-
isfactory description means that these EMC data show
no necessity for a small "intrinsic" or nonperturbative
charm component, as advocated by Brodsky et al. [18],
except possibly for one data point at x=0.42 (not shown),
which lies well above our fit. Also shown in Fig. 5 are the
predictions in the small-x region which are relevant for
future measurements at HERA. Note that small x im-

plies large R', and so our treatment should be reliable
in this region.

It has been argued [19) that the strange sea as mea-
sured in neutrino scattering should be different &om
that in muon scattering on account of the different mass
thresholds in R'*g —+ sc as compared to p'g ~ Bs. In
practice, the neutrino data have been corrected by the
CCFR Collaboration to approximately take into account
the m, g 0 efFects and to allow for this difFerence. Our
strange and charm seas should be interpreted as those
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FIG. 6. Description of the BCDMS [7] and NMC [6]
measurements of the E~"~(x, Q ) structure function by the
MRS(A) set of partons. The BCDMS data are shown with
an overall renormalization by a factor of 0.98.
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TABLE I. Experimental data used to detente the MRS parton distributions. The last colu~~
gives an indication of the main type of constraint imposed by a particular set of data.

Process/experiment
DIS (IsN -+ pX)
BCDMS, NMC

pPP pPTt
2 7 2

DIS (vN -+ IaX)
CCFR (CDHSW)

pvN pvN
2 '7 3

pN m ccX
I'2, EMC

vNm p+p X
CCFR

DIS (HERA)
F2~ (Hl, ZEUS)

Leading-order subprocess

W'q m q'

p*c~ e

W's + c
+ p

Parton determination
Four structure functions~
u+u
d+d
u+d
s (assumed=s),
but only f xg(x)dx 0.5
[u —d is not determined]

c —O. ls at Qo

s = -'u (or -'d)
2 2

A

(xq xg x ", viagmqq)

ppmpX
WA70 (UA6)

pram p+p, X
E605

pp, pn m p+p X
NA5i

pp + WX(ZX)
UA2, CDF, DO

~ W+ asym
CDF

qg Mpq

qq~&

uu) dd
ud, du ~ p

g(x = 0.4)

q = " (1 —*)"'

(u —d) at x=0.18

u, d at xgx2s M~
x = 0.13 CERN
x 0.05 Fermilab
slope of u/d at x -0.05
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FIG. 7. The solid curves show the descrip-
tion of the NMC data [21] for the struc-
ture function ratio F~""/F~"~ given by the
MRS(A) set of partons. The data are shown

after correction for the eKects of deuteron
shadowing. We use the corrections calcu-
lated by Badelek and Kwiecinski [23]. The
dotted curves are the predictions of the
MRS(H) partons obtained from a global anal-

ysis which included an earlier set of NMC
data for Ff /F~"~
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FIG. 9. MRS(A) partons shown as a func-
tion of z at Q = 10 and 10 GeV .
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of 0.95. If, however, we were to exclude the x & 0.08
CCFR data; then the normalization factor becomes 0.97
and the description of the remaining neutrino data im-
proves (y =90 for 132 data points as compared to 171
for 160 points).

Heavy nuclear target corrections are applied to the
neutrino data, and deuteron screening corrections are
made to the small-z muon-deuterium data as described
in Ref. [20]. As in the earlier analyses [20,8,10],the WA70
prompt photon datas [24] and the E605 Drell-Yan pro-
duction data [25] are included in the fit. The former
constrain the gluon, and the latter pin down the shape
of the sea quark distributions.

The values of the parameters of the starting distri-
butions [Eqs. (6)] of the new MRS(A) set of partons are
listed in Table II. In addition, the value of the /CD scale
parameter is found to be AMs(ny = 4)=230 MeV, which
corresponds to a, (M&)=0.112s, as was for the MRS(H)
set of partons. The parameter values for this latter set
are also listed in Table Il.s Figure 9 shows the MRS(A)
parton distributions as a function of z for two difFerent
values of Q2. A comparison of the "new" MRS(A) and
"old" MRS(H) parton is shown when we discuss the fit
to the Drell-Yan asymmetry measurement in Sec. IV A,
since the cMerences between the two sets arise mainly
&om introducing this data point into the global analysis.
Finally, we show in Table III how the proton's momen-
tum is shared among the various parton Qavors in the
new MRS(A) set at difFerent q values.

See Sec. V for a discussion of other prompt photon data.
For MRS(H) and previous MRS analyses, we parametrized

z(u„+d ) by the expression that we use here for zu„.Thus
parameters marked with a dagger in Table II correspond to
z(u +d„)and not to zu„.To improve the precision at small
z, we have repeated the MRS(H) analysis, and so the MRS(H)
parameters listed in the table are not precisely the same as
those of Ref. [10].

III. SMALL-a BEHAVIOR

TABLE II. Numerical values of the starting distributions
(6) of the MRS(A) set of partons. For comparison, we also
list the values corresponding to the MRS(H) partons. Note
that A~ is fixed by the momentum sum rule and is therefore
not a free parameter. The parameters marked with a dagger
correspond to z(u„+d„)and not to zu„(see footnote 3).

Glue

Valence

Sea

7/g

fg

gl
fl2

&u

fts

r!3
7/4

fd

As
gs
~s
ps
A~

MRS(A)
0.775
0.3
5.3
5.2
0.538
3.96

—0.39
5.13
0.330
4.71
5.03
5.56
0.411
9.27

—1.15
15.6
0.099

25.0

MRS(H)
0.777
0.3
5.3
5.2
0.335~
3.90t
4.40~

8.95t
0.224
4.65

44.3
13.2
0.386
9.01
0.11

12.6
0.055

The new measurements of F&" obtained by the ZEUS
[3] and H 1 [2] Collaborations in the low-z regime,
x &0.005, are shown in Figs. 10 and 11. These data
were included in the global analysis and are, in fact, the
only constraint on the parameter A in (6) which controls
the small-z behavior of the sea zS ~ z " (and of the
gluon zg z "). The existing set of partons, MRS(H)
with %=0.3, is found to give an excellent description of
the new data, and so it is not surprising that the new
parametrization MRS(A) has the same value of A. The
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TABLE III. Fractions (in percent) of the total proton momentum carried by the various partons
in the MRS(A) set.

Q (GeV )
4
20
100
10

42.9
44.8
46.0
48.0

28.5
25.1
22.9
1.8.8

d
10.2
9.1
8.2
6.8

2tc

5.9
6.3
6.5
7.0

2d
8.5
8.6
8.6
8.7

28
3.6
4.2
4.7
5.5

2c
0.4
1.4
2.0
3.3

0.7
2.2

description of the HERA data is shown in Figs. 10 and 11,
together with that of the extrapolations obtained from
the pre-HERA MRS (Do,D' ) parton sets.

A. Predictions from perturbative +CD

The value of A is of great importance for understanding
/CD dynamics in the small-x regime. Therefore, before
we discuss the uncertainty and the implications of the
A=0.3 determination, it is useful to briefiy review the
perturbative /CD expectations for the small-z behavior
of F2 In the .small-x regime, we encounter large ln(l/z)
contributions which have to be resnmmed. It is neces-
sary to distinguish two different limits: first, the BFKL
limit of small x and moderate Qs & Q2o in which we
sum the large ln(l/z) terms, but keep the full Q2 depen-
dence, not just the leading-lnQ2 contributions; second,
the small-z and large-Q2/Qlo region where the double-
leading-logarithru approximation of GLAP evolution is
appropriate, in which the a, ln(1/z) ln(Q2/Q2o) contribu-
tions are res»mmed. Ideally, we seek a formalism which
embodies both limits. Some progress has been made by
Marchesini et cl. [26] to find a unified evolution equation,
but much remains to be done before we can extract the
form of the small-x behavior of partons. However, we

explain below why this is not a serious obstacle to the
extraction of partons &om the small-z HERA data.

First, we review the BFKL expectations at small z.
The BFKL equation is efFectively the leading-a, ln(1/z)
resuromation of soft gluon emissions. The equation may
be solved numerically and the kT-factorization theorem
used to predict the small-z behavior of E2. It is found
[27] that

where the coefficient C of the BFKL contribution and
the non-BFKL term, Ez are weekday dependent on x.
The magnitude of C is dependent on the treatment of
the in&ared region of the integration over the transverse
momenta of the emitted gluons, but a physically reason-
able choice of the infrared parameter yields an F2(x, Q2),
in good agreement with the HERA data. The important
point is that the value of the exponent AL, 0.5 is a stable
prediction. That is, the z i~2 shape in [16] is a charac-
teristic property of (leading-order) BFKL dynamics; Ar,
is not a free parameter, but is determined dynamically.
[For this reason we use the subscript L to distinguish
the "Lipatov" Al, from the free parameter A in Eq. (6).]
Of course, the predicted small-x behavior may be mod-
ified by subleading corrections. At sufficiently small x,
shadowing corrections will almost certainly suppress the
growth of E2 with decreasing x, but this eff'ect is ex-
pected to be small in the HERA regime, ~m&ess "hot-
spot" concentrations of gluons occur within the proton
[27]. The non-BFKL term F2 s is one subleading contri-
bution which may be estimated

F2s(z, Q ) = F2s(z = 0.1,Q ) 0.4

xg(x, Qo), zS(z, Qo) z ", (18)

or perhaps rising slowly with decreasing z as implied by
the "soft" Pomeron.

We now turn to the second limit, that is, the form of
F2 found at small x and large Q /Qo from the double-
leading-logarithm approximation of conventional CLAP
evolution. In this case the result depends on the choice
of the exponent A in the input gluon and sea quark dis-
tributions

F,(z, Q') = C(z, Q')z "'+F,"(z,Q'), (16)
as z ~0. If nonaingular input forms are used with A & 0,
then

FeP
2

~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~
1

x=0.00042 - - x=0.00085

~ ~
l

~ l ~ ~
1

x= 0.0017

i i ]
~ I ~ Il

x = 0.0034

ZEUS

FIG. 10. Description of the preliminary
ZEUS measurements [3] of Fs" for z ( 0.005
by the parton sets of Refs. [8,10]. The long
dashed curves shower the St to the data ob-
tained by the MRS(A) analysis presented in
the paper.
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FIG. 11. As for Fig. 10, but showering the
preliminary Hl measurements [2].
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F2(* Q ) xp(2X(Qo Q')»(1/z)l'") (»)
where the "evolution length"

dq 3o.,(q )

q
(20)

F2(z, Q ) h(Q )z " (21)

is stable to evolution in Q2, and the behavior (21) over-
rides the double-leading-logarithmic structure of (19)
[2S].

B. Implications of the global analysis
in the HERA regime

Can the HERA measurements of I"2 distinguish be-
tween the small-z behaviors presented in (16), (19), and
(21), bearing in mind that the data are well described
with MRS(A) partons with a sea quark input form

zS(z, Q', ) - z "(1+~&+z+ .), (22)

with 4=0.3, and the I"2 mirrors the behavior of xS7
It is informative to firs recall the GRV dynamical par-

ton model of Gliick, Reya, and Vogt [29], which pre-
dated the HERA small-x measurements. GRV predicted
a steep behavior of I'2, based on the double-leading-
logarithm form (19), by evolving from valencelike input

That is, F2 increases faster than any power of ln(1/z),
but slower than any power of z. We see that the steepness
in z is not stable to evolution in Q2, but increases rapidly
with the evolution length ((Q2s, Qs). On the other hand,
if singtdar input forms [Eq. (18)] are chosen with A ) 0,
then the x "shape

distributions at a very low scale Q02 ——0.3 GeV2. Although
the GLAP small-z forms of (19) and (21) are quite dis-
tinct, in a limited (z, Q2) region about, say, (z, Qs) the

double-leading-logarithm form mimics as z behavior
with

(36 in[in(Qs/A2)/ in(Qs/A )])
in(1/z)

(23)

where, for five Savors, bo ——23 and A 150 MeV. If we
were to take Q20 ——0.3 GeV2, as in the GRV model [29],
then in the HFRA regime we have A &0.4. As we have
seen, the HERA data appear to prefer a slightly lower A.

We note that the observed z o 3 behavior can be approx-
imately mimicked if we were to evolve from nonsingular
input forms at a higher starting scale of Qso=l or 2 GeVs
(see, for example, Ref. [30]).

The detailed z and Q2 behaviors of the GLAP-based
forms (19) and (21) are quite distinct. However, if Qso

is taken as a free parameter in (19) and A as a free pa-
rameter in (21) [or rather in (22)], then the HERA data
are not yet precise enough to distinguish between them.
It will be even more dHFicult to distinguish between the
BFKL form (16) and the GLAP-based behavior given

by (21). In principle, it might appear that the differ-
ent Q2 dependences of C(za Q2) (Q )~~2 in (16) and of
Q(Q2) ln Q2 in (21) would be a saaRacient discriminator,
but in practice the differences are not large [31].

The most distinctive theoretical prediction of this sec-
tion is the x "~ behavior with AL, 0.5, embodied in

(16), which was obtained from the leading-order BFKL
equation. Since Al. is not a Bee parameter, the HERA
data could have ruled out the precocious onset of this
BFKL behavior. Rather, the data are found to be con-
sistent with (16), which may be written in the form

F2 z —l (1+az'~ ), (24)
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where a = F2s/C is wealdy dependent on x. At Q2 =15
GeV2 we estimate4 that a 30. Suppose we approximate
the BFKL expectation [Eq. (24)] by the simpler form
F2 x "; then, it follows that

~~~/2

2 2(l + ux'/2)

if we insert a 30 and a typical value of z in the HERA
regime, z 5 x 10 4. That is, the value of A predicted
Rom BFKL dynamics is in agreement with that found in
the global analysis. This very approximate identi6cation
at Q2=15 GeV2 was simply made to illustrate the similar-
ity of the BFKL description with the global 6t based on
GLAP evolution. In fact, present data for E2 cannot dis-
tinguish between the two descriptions. An indication of
the accuracy required to discriminate between them can
be found by comparing the MRS(H) and AKMS curves
in Fig. 3 of Ref. [31].

To identify the BFKL behavior (24) with (22), we have
used the fact that the es term gives a small contribution
for 2: 10 s in the MRS(A) fit. It will be no surprise
to report that in the global analysis there is a strong
correlation between the values of the A and es parameters
in {22). Almost as good a global description of the data
can be achieved with, for example,

A = 0.2, es ———3.3 (26)

or with

A = 0.4, es ——2.9 . (27)

In other words, the value of the parameter A in Eq. (6)
is not well determined by the HERA data.

It is important to note that it is the sea quark densities,
and not the gluon, which are constrained by the HERA
measurements of E2 at small x. Since the sea quarks
are driven by the gluon, via g -+ qq, we have assumed
that they have a common x " behavior at small x [see
Eq. (6)]. However, there is, as yet, no experimental
con6~mation of thig assumption, and the ambiguity in
the gluon distribution is by far the largest uncertainty
in the parton densities. It is therefore crucial to make a
direct determination of the gluon in the region x 0.05.
In Sec. V we discuss the gluon distribution in more detail.

To summarize, we 6nd that, within the global anal-
ysis, the HERA measurements of F2 are well fitted by
a parametrization which embodies a small-z behavior of
the form E2 xS z . This behavior is consistent
with the expectations of BFKL dynamics, as expressed
by F2 Cx o s + Fzs of (16), since this form mimics
an x behavior in the HERA z regime under consid-

eration. The observed z dependence is, however, not
consistent with the GRV "valence" model which gives a
steeper behavior in the HERA region (with an effective
A &0.4). Such an approach could be made consistent
with the present data if a higher starting scale Q2s were
used to decrease the evolution length. We also noted
that very precise measurements of F2(x, Q2) at HERA
will be needed to distinguish between the BFKL behavior
and GLAP evolution &om "singular" input distributions
(motivated by BFKL dynamics). The converse of this
result is of great practical benefit to the determination
of partons. It means that we can base the global anal-
ysis of the data, including the small-z measurements of
F2, on GLAP evolution (see also Ref. [32]). When pre-
cise data for E2 become available over a range of x and
Q2 in the HERA regime, a global analysis may show a
systematic departure kom the GLAP forms which would
indicate BFKL dynamics and/or the onset of shadowing
corrections.

IV. CONSTRAINTS
FROM THE ASYMMETRY MEASUREMENTS

As we saw in the Introduction (Figs. 2 and 3), the
existing set of partons, MRS(H), and its counterpart
CTEQ2M do not simultaneously describe the Drell-Yan
and R' rapidity asymmetry measurements. This is one of
the major motivations to redo the global analysis incor-
porating these data and to present a new set of partons,
MRS(A), which rectifies the deficiency. The improve-
ment is shown by the MRS{A) curves in Figs. 2 and 3.

A. Drell- Yan asymmetry

We have seen, Rom inspection of (ll)—(14) that the
"core" deep-inelastic structure function data offer little
constraint on d —u. An indication that d g u came from
the NMC evaluation [13] of the Gottfried sum

(28)

where the last equality separates the sum into a valence
and a sea quark contribution. NMC directly measured
the integral over the interval 0.004& x &0.8 and found
0.236+0.008 (stat) [13].If we correct for deuteron screen-
ing efFects and assume reasonable extrapolations over the
unmeasured x intervals, then the NMC result implies

The most recent Askevr-Kvriecinski-Martin-Sutton
(AKMS) [27] description (16) of HERA data (which can
be found in Ref. [31]) has the approximate form Fq
0.018s ~ +0.385(a/xs) at Q =15 GeV, where vs=0.1.
Thus we have e = F~ s/C —0.6/0. 018 30 for x in the HERA
regime (~ 5 x 10 ).

for Q2 4—7 GeV2. This constraint on d —u given
by (29), which is sensitive to the assumption made for
the small-x behavior of the valence quarks, is not (and
should not be) directly included in the global analysis.
Our Bt already includes the NMC data on which the
madel-dependent result (29) is based.

The asymmetry in Drell-Yan production in pp and pn
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coLiisions offers a direct determination of d —u [12]. The
sensitivity can be seen &om the leading-order expression

~m ~u
DV =

~m +~a
(u —d)(u —d) + ss(uu —dd)

(u+ d)(u+ d) + s(uu —dd) + s(ss+ 4cc)4 ~ (3o)

.6
C5

x .4

where 0:—d cr/dMdy]s o and where the partons are
to be evaluated x = ~r = M/~s; M and y are the
invariant mass and rapidity of the produced lepton pair.
Since u ) d in the proton, the asymmetry is positive for
parton sets with d —6 zero or small, but becomes negative
as d —6 increases.

When we include the recent NA51 asymmetry mea-
surement [4] ADY = —0.09 6 0.02+0.025 at x=0.18 in
the next-to-leading-order analysis, the description of the
data is shown by the MRS(A) curve in Fig. 2. Figure 12
shows that the introduction of the NA51 measurement
leads to a significant increase in d —u in going from the
"old" MRS(H) to the "new" MRS(A) partons. In the re-
gion 0.02& z &0.7, where a full set of deep-inelastic data
exists, we expect the MRS(A) partons to be very similar
to those elf MRS(H), except that d —6 would be much
larger while at the same time approximately conserving
6+d, d+d, and u+6 [as expected from (11)—(14)]. Thus
we anticipate an increase of d which is compensated by
a corresponding decrease in u and d, which in turn re-
quires a similar increase in u. The picture is a bit too
simplistic since there are new NMC data in the MRS(A)
fit, and moreover we have to maintain the description of
the W rapidity asymmetry measurements. Nevertheless,
the comparison of the MRS(A) and MRS(H) shown in
Fig. 13 displays the trends that we expect.

The NA51 collaboration also measured the asymmetry
A@ of J/g production in pp and pn collisions. Now J/g
production can be of gy, as well as qq, origin. %e may
use a simple model [33], in which

0
.001 .01

FIG. 13. Comparison of Q =20 GeV of the new MRS(A)
partons of this analysis and the MRS(H) partons of Ref. [10].

pp and pp collisions [33]. To leading order we have

&~(@)—~~(&)
~~(4) + ~~(4)

(u —d)(u —d)

rgg + (u+ d)(6+ d) + 2ss + 2cc ' (32)

where o = do./dy]„o and where the partons densities
are evaluated at x = M~/~s and q2 = M@2. In princi-
ple, it appears that a measurement of Aq offers a more
direct determination of (6 —d) than ADY, but in prac-
tice the gg term dominates and considerably dilutes the
predicted asymmetry A@. As a consequence, the NA51
measurement [4] Ay = —0.03 + 0.002 (stat)+0.02 (syst)
is not able to distinguish between the dW'erent sets of
partons. However, the value A@ = —0.013 predicted us-
ing the MRS(A) partons is consistent with the measured
value.

a (gg -+ @) = ro (qq m g), (31)

where r=0.5, to estimate the asymmetry. This value of r
is obtained by comparing the rate of J/f production in

B. W charge asymmetry

0.1 I I I I I I II[ I I I I I I

x (d - u) at Q =7GeV
The W+ charge asymmetry at the Fermilab pp collider

do(W+) jdy —der(W )/dy
do(W+)/dy + der(W )/dy

'—(33)

0.05

MRS (A)

«I[
10

I I I l ill
10

FIG. 12. x(d —6), as a function of x, at Q =7 GeV ob-
tained &om the MRS(H) [10], CTEQ2M [11], and the new

MRS(A) sets of partons.

is a sensitive probe of the difFerence between u and d
quarks in the x 0.1, Q M~ region. Because the
u quarks carry more znoment~~~ on average than the d
quarks, the R' tend to follow the direction of the in-
coming proton and the W that of the antiproton, i.e.,
A~ ) 0 for y ) 0. Thus a precise measurement of the W'

asymmetry —in practice the asymmetry Ag of the charged
lepton from W decay (5)—serves as a valuable indepen-
dent check on the u- and d-quark distributions. There is a
direct correlation between the lepton asymmetry and the
slope of the d/u ratio. To see this we first note that the
dominant contribution to W+ (W ) production comes
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from the ud (du) annihilation process. Thus

u(~~) d(x2) —d(x&)u(x2)
u(*~)d(»)+ d(»)u(») ' (34)

Xfq

o.e

I I I I I I I

Q=Mw

where the scale Q = Mw is implicit for the parton dis-
tributions, and

Mw
xg 2 = zp exp(+'JJ), xp = (35) 0.4

If we introduce the ratio I4„(x)= d(x)/u(x), then, for
small y,

&w(y) = —*ou~ "R~„(xp)
Ram xo

(36)

The curves in Fig. 3 are calculated using the next-to-
leading-order program nvRAD of Ref. [34]. We thank
Nigel Glover for helping with these calculations of the R
asymxnetry.

In reality, the situation is of course more complicated-
it is the lepton asymmetry (5) which is measured, and
there are subleading and higher-order corrections to Eq.
(34). Nevertheless, the correlation implied by Eq. (36)
is evident in the full prediction. Figure 14 shows the
MRS(A), MRS(H), and CTEQ2M u, d, and d/u parton
distributions as a function of z at Q2 = Mwi. The z
range is chosen to correspond to the lepton asymmetry
measurement by CDF at the Fermilab pp collider [5]. The
slope of d/u is significantly larger in magnitude for the
CTEQ set, and this leads to the larger lepton asymme-
try shown in Fig. 3. MRS(H) partons give an excellent
description of the TV asymmetry, in fact slightly better
(in terms of ys) than MRS(A), which includes the data
in the fit. For this reason u and d do not change as much
as might be expected to compensate for the increase in
d —u in going from MRS(H) to MRS(A) [see Fig. 13 and
the discussion following Eqs. (11)—(14)].

From Fig. 3 we can conclude that CTEQ2M is ruled
out by the data. This illustrates the discriminating power
of the CDF data, since CTEQ2M is consistent with all
the deep-inelastic scattering data and with the NA51
Drell-Yan asymmetry. It is interesting to note that the
CTEQ2M gives a reasonable description of the NMC
F2"/F2 data [21] shown in Fig. 7, a quantity which is
also correlated with the d/u ratio. The reason that there
is no contradiction between this and the misfit of the
CDF asymmetry data is that the n/p ratio is more in-
Buenced by the 8 and d distributions than is crw —the
former is, in a sense, linear in th,e small-q/q correction,
Ez s(u+d)+ s4(u+d), whereas the latter is quadmtic,
o(W+) ud+ du. Hence the W asymmetry is a more
direct probe of the d/u ratio than the n/p structure func-
tion ratio. The "incorrect" d/u ratio of CTEQ2M is com-
pensated by the antiquark contributions in the fit to the
n/p ratio. Early work on the interconnection between
the W asymmetry, the d/u ratio, and the n/p structure
function ratio can be found in Refs. [35,36].

0.2

I I I I I I I

d/u at Q=M

0.8

0.6

O. e
0.01 0.1

FIG. 14. u, d, and d/u distributions at Q = Mw obtained
from the MRS(H) [10], CTECPM [ll], and the new MRS(A)
sets of partons.

Another place where the d/u ratio is important is in the
precision W mass determination in pp collisions. Because
of the finite rapidity acceptance of the experiments, the
lepton transverse momentum@ spectrum, &om which the
mass is determined, depends on the shape of the rapidity
distribution of the W [36]. Once again, the correlation is
with the d/u ratio and, hence, the W asymmetry can be
used to rule out sets of parton distributions in the Mw
analysis. In fact, it should be possible to produce sets of
distributions which give "+1m" fits to the W asymmetry
data of Fig. 3 and to use these to infer a +10 error on
Mw &om parton distributions. We shall return to this
issue in a future study.

V. GLUON DISTRIBUTION

%'e are grateful to Arie Bodek and David Saltzberg for dis-
cussions on this point.

The new data which we have introduced into the global
analysis has enabled us to fine-tune the quark distribu-
tions. In this section we comment brie6y on the status of
and prospects for information on the gluon distribution.

The only precise information on the gluon distribu-
tion is that the total momentum fraction is about 43%
at Q2 = Qos (Table III). Traditionally, information on
the gluon shape has come directly &om large-pT prompt
photon production in fixed-target pN collisions, where
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the qg ~ 7q process is dominant. In particular, past and
present MRS distributions have used the high-precision
WA70 pp -+ pX data [24] to constrain the shape of the
gluon in the x 0.3—0.4 region. Other experiments have
of course measured prompt photon production, but for
the most part these are unable to provide any useful ad-
ditional constraints, either because of the size of the er-
ror bars or because they involve heavy targets. Only the
recent pp data from the UA6 experiment [37] are compet-
itive with those of WA70, and these will be incorporated
in a future study of the uncertainty in the gluon distribu-
tion. In the meantime we have checked that the MRS(A)
gluon distribution is consistent with that extracted by
UA6 themselves. Although there are now prompt pho-
ton data &om the CERN and Fermilab pp colliders, only
the small-pT part of the distributions, where the qg -+ pq
subprocess dominates, is sensitive to the gluon distribu-
tion. It is in this region, however, that the experimen-
tal and theoretical uncertainties are largest (see below).
Indirect information also comes &om scaling violations
in 6xed-target deep-inelastic scattering, where the gluon
gives an important contribution to the q dependence
particularly at small x.

In previous studies [38], we have investigated the in-
terplay betw'een the prompt photon and deep-inelastic
data and derived "+10"gluons which attempted to span
the allowed range of the distribution at medium to large
z. We should stress that all our recent distributions,
for example, MRS(DO, D',H, A), are global "best fits" to
the data (available at the time of the analysis) of all the
processes listed in Table I. The HERA measurements
of Fz were not available for the MRS(D) analyses, but
these data do not pin down the gluon, and so Do and
D' can be used to demonstrate the ambiguity in its be-
havior. However, the point we wish to emphasize is that
the recent global analyses are "best 6ts" to the WA70
data, and so the spread of the gluons obtained underes-
timates the uncertainty. Nevertheless, it is interesting to
compare the variation in the recent MRS gluon distribu-
tions. Figure 15 shows the Do, D', and A gluons at
Q2=20 GeV2. We see immediately that there are regions
in x where these are very different (note the logarith-
mic scale) and regions where they are quite similar. We
discuss these in turn below.

(i) At eery small z, x &0.01, the size and shape of
the gluon is controlled by the z " term in the start-
ing parametrization. Since the gluons are constrained to
be similar at larger z (see below), a larger A implies a
steeper, larger gluon in the very-small-x region. As dis-
cussed in detail in Sec. III, perturbative QCD (whether
manifest in GLAP or BFKL dynamics) always ties the
small-z behavior of the sea quarks and gluons together,
and in the MRS 6ts we always use the same A parameter
for both [see Eq. (6)]. Thus the spread of the Do, D',
and A gluons in Fig. 15 is very sim~&ar to that in the cor-
responding Fz's at small x. Note, however, that while we
would expect the ratio q/g to be approximately constant
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FIG. 15. Gluon distributions from sets Do (dotted curve),
D' (dashed curve), and A (solid curve) at Q =20 GeV .

as x -+0, we cannot say at which value of z this constancy
should set in. In fact, for MRS(A) this proportionality
between the distributions is valid over a broad range of
small x, since the eg term turns out to be comparatively
small in the sea-quark distribution and since there is no
such parameter in the gluon distribution, i.e., es =0 [Eq.
(6)]~

Now that the very-small-x quarks are being pinned
down by the HERA data, it is important to measure
the gluon at small x to look for evidence of a steeply ris-
ing distribution. Various methods have been suggested
for directly extracting the gluon distribution at HERA.
Possible structure function determinations are the mea-
surement of the longitudinal structure function Fr, [39]
and of the derivative dFz/d ln Q2, both of which are dom-
inated by a term proportional to the gluon at small z.
Figure 16 shows xg, FL„and dFz/d ln Qz at small z for
the Do, D', and A partons. Also shown are the first data
on the F2 slope from Hl [40]. The size of the error bars
prevents any conclusions &om being drawn at present.

The production of large-pT jet pairs with large rapid-
ity at the Fermilab pp collider has also been suggested
as a way of probing the very-small-x distribution [41,42].
Preliminary indications appear to favor a steeply rising
gluon, although a more complete study of the experi-
mental systematic errors and of the next-to-leading-order
QCD corrections is required before any definite conclu-
sions can be drawn.

(ii) At medium large x, 0.2 ( z &0.4, the gluon dis-
tributions in Fig. 15 are constrained by the prompt pho-
ton data and are therefore sing&ar. This is not to say that
there is no uncertainty in the gluon this region —in Let,

The A and H gluons are essentially identical (see Fig. 13).

Our approach has always been to use simple, physically
motivated forms for the starting distributions and to only
introduce extra parameters as and vrhen required by the data.
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FIG. 17. Structure function I'~~ at @=0.05 as a function
of q, with data from NMC [6] and the descriptions of the
MRS(Da, D', A,H) and CTEQ2M partons.

FIG. 16. Gluon distributions and the corresponding pre-
dictions for dI"2/d ln q and Eg for the Da,D' (dashed lines)
and A (solid line) parton distributions, together with data
from Hl [40].

quite a large spread is allowed by the error bars on the
data and by the factorization and scale dependence of the
next-to-leading-order /CD cross section [38]. Roughly
speaking, this translates into an order +I uncertainty
on the power IIs of (1 —z). Note that in the MRS
parametrization of the gluon [Eq. (6)] the parameter ps
compensates the difFerent small-x behaviors in, for exam-
ple, Do, D', and A, leading to roughly equal distributions
with the same parameter g~ at larger x. The larger the
value of A, the bigger is the corresponding value of p~.

(iii) At uerll large z, z &0.4, there are essentially no
constraints on the gluon distribution. Phenomenologi-
cally, this region is of little importance for high-energy
hadron-hadron colliders. It is interesting, however, that
the power of (1 —z) determined by the prompt photon
data at medium-large z, tls ——5.3 for MRS(A) at Qa

——4
GeV2, is perfectly consistent with the naive expectation
from dimensional counting, g~=5, which is supposed to
be valid in the limit z ~1 at some low-Q2 scale.

(iv) The medium-smalI z region 0.01 ( z & 0.2 is
perhaps the most interesting of all. Because of (a) the
momentum sn~ rule and (b) the requirement of simi-
lar gluons at larger x, and gluon distribution which is
much larger at very small x must be smaller in this re-
gion. This leads to a crossover point at around x 0.01
for the gluons shown in Fig. 15. One direct consequence
of this is that, in this region of x, structure functions
such as Fz evolve more slowly with Q2 for sets with
"singular" gluons at very small z. This is illustrated in
Fig. 17, which shows I'z at z=0.05 as a function of Q,
with data from NMC [6] and curves corresponding to the
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FIG. 18. Gluon distributions zg (z, q ) of
the MRS(Da, D',A,H) aud CTEQ2M partons, at z = 0.05,
as a function of Q.

MRS(Die, Die, A,H) and CTEQ2M partons. The fits are,
of course, constrained to be in agreement in the Q range
where accurate NMC data are available. Note, however,
the divergence of the predictions as Q increases. This is
directly related to the magnitude of the gluons in this re-
gion of z and Q, as is evident from Fig. 18, which shows
the corresponding gluons at the same value of z as a
function of Q. The efFect of the gluon on the evolution
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of the quark distributions at medium-small x has impor-
tant consequences for R' and Z physics at the Fermilab
pp collider. This will be discussed in more detail in the
following section.

There are, in fact, several hard scattering processes at
the Fermilab collider which ofFer, at least in principle,
the possibility of measuring the gluon distribution in the
medium-small-x range. Data on prompt photon produc-
tion in the range 10 GeV/c & g, &100 GeV/c have re-
cently become available [43]. Next-to-leading-order pre-
dictions using "standard" gluon sets give a reasonable
description of the data for g, &30 GeV/c [43]. Be-
low this value the measured cross section rises slightly
more rapidly than the predictions, indicating an excess
of' data over theory. However, this is precisely the region
where (a) the uncertainties due to scale dependence and
to matching the theoretical and experimental definitions
of "isolated" photons are greatest and (b) one expects
significant contributions from higher-order processes, in
particular those involving the photon fragmentation func-
tion. Although steeply rising distributions such as those
of MRS(D' ) and GRV [29] appear to do slightly better
in describing the small-g, data [44], it seems premature
to include these data in the global fit. For example, arti-
ficially enhancing the gluon to fit the CDF low-p~& data,
at the same time keeping the overall gluon momentum
fraction fixed, inevitably depletes the large-x part of the
distribution, thus spoiling the fit to the WA70 data. s

The bb cross section, being proportional to the square
of the gluon distribution, is also of potential impor-
tance. Again, unfortunately, there are substantial the-
oretical uncertainties arising from a large-scale depen-
dence and experimental uncertainties in reconstructing
the total cross section from the measured distributions
of B mesons, leptons, J/@'s, etc., in restricted kinematic
ranges (see, for example, Ref. [45]). Also, bb production
at the Fermilab pP collier samples x values (z &0.01)
just below the crossover point where the various gluons
have similar magnitudes (see Fig. 15). The most recent
indications [46] are that while there is no serious disagree-
ment between theory and experiment, the uncertainties
are still much too large to allow any discrimination be-
tween gluon distributions at the level required by Fig. 15.

In summary, there is still a considerable amount of un-
certainty in the gluon distribution, particularly in, the im-
portant medium-small- and very-small-x regions. HERA
wiQ eventually provide information on the latter, and in
the meantime large rapidity jet and prompt photon pro-
duction at the Fermilab pp collider are begi~~~ng to pro-
vide useful constraints. Current studies tend to use sets
such as MRS(DO) and MRS(D' ) to quantify the effect
of difFerent smaQ-x gluon shapes on cross section predic-
tions, even though the corresponding quark distributions
are now ruled out by the HERA I"2 data. In a future
study, we will explore the possibilities for varying the
gluon distribution while maintaining a good fit to the
structure function data.

We are grateful to Steve Kuh&~ann for discussions on this
point.

VI. HADRVPR43DUCTXVN
OF W BOSONS AND TOP QUARKS

In this section we present predictions for the total R'
and tt cross sections in yp collisions at 1.8 TeV. The
former is being measured more and more precisely by
both CDF and DO and already provides a valuable cross-
check on the size of the u and d distributions. Interest in
the latter has recently been rekindled by the evidence for
top production presented by the CDF collaboration [51],
with the suggestion that the measured production cross
section is larger than the theoretical prediction.

A. R' production cross section

21

0,' 0' H CTEQ2H

1

P -2~W
0= ~w

2~w

mt =174 GeV/t:~

0,' 0' H CTEQ2N

PIG. 19. (a) Predictions for ow and (b) n~g (m~ ——174
GeV/c ) in pp collisions at ~s=1.8 TeV, irom the
MRS(DO, D',A,H) and CTECQM partons. The central values
are calculated using renormalization and factorisations scales
equal to (a) Mw and (b) mz, and the error bars indicate the
efFect of increasing and decreasing these by a factor of 2.

While the S"asymmetry probes the relative size of the
u and d distributions, the total cross sections for R' and Z
boson production in pp coLlisions at ~s=1.8 TeV provide
an important check of the overall magnitude of the quark
distributions in a region of z where they are constrained
by deep-inelastic (mainly NMC and CCFR) data. Since
the subprocess cross section is known to next-to-next-to-
leading order [47], there is very little theoretical uncer-
tainty in the predictions once the parton distributions
are speci6ed.

To illustrate this, we show in Fig. 19(a) the total W
production cross section for the MRS(A, H,DO,D' ) and
CTEQ2M parton distributions. The central points are
calculated assuaging Mw =80.21 GeV/cz and setting the
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renormalization and factorization scales equal to M~.
The error bars show the effect of changing both scales
simultaneously by a factor of 2. The first point to note
is that the ow predictions for MRS(A), MRS(H), and
CTEQ2M are very simi&ar. (Note also the scale de-
pendence is weak and gives a sing&ar variation in cross
section as the spread in the three predictions. ) This
can be understood by reca&bng that a~ is largely de-
termined by the product u(zw, Mwt)d(zw, Mwi), where
zw = Mw/~a 0.05. By comparing the relative size of
the ti and d distributions for the MRS(A), MRS(H), and
CTE(PM sets (Fig. 14), we can understand the similarity
of the corresponding 0'w predictions shown in Fig. 19(a).
First, we have that

JDa

2

I I l

p p
—W'X

u(A) ) u(H) t
d(A) d(H)

w ow (A) tTw (H) (37) Yw

The situation with CTEQ2M is more subtle. By compar-
ing the u and d distributions at zw, we could conclude
that

FIG. 20. Next-to-leadint;order predictions for W+ rapid-
ity distribution in pp collisions at +s=1.8 TeV from the
MRS(A, H) and CTEQ2M partons.

u(A) = u(2M) f~

d(A) d(2M)
t w ow(A) ) ow(2M),

whereas in fact the reverse is true. The reason lies in
the different shapes of the W rapidity distributions. The
CTEQ2M W cross section receives a significant contri-
bution from W+ (W ) produced at large positive (neg-
ative) rapidity, where a large-z u quark interacts with a
small-z d quark. Especially for the former, the CTEQ2M
distribution is significantly larger than the MRS(A) dis-
tribution (see Fig. 14), giving a distinctly difFerent W ra-
pidity distribution, as shown in Fig. 20 for pp -+ W++X.
This is, of course, the origin of the much too large
CTECPM lepton rapidity asymmetry discussed in Sec.
IVB and shown in Fig 3. C.omparing MRS(A) and
MRS(H), we see that the distribution in yw for the latter
is slightly larger for yw & 0, which is refiected in the total
cross section shown in Fig. 19(a). Since the AMs values
and gluon distributions (for z zw, see Fig. 18) for
these three sets are very similar, the above orderings of
u and d at Q = Mw simply refiect the orderings at the
lower scales where the distributions are constrained by
the fixed-target deep-inelastic and asymmetry data dis-
cussed in the previous sections. Of the three sets, only
MRS(A) gives a consistent fits to all the data, and so we

may conclude that 0'w(A) is the most accurate predic-
tion.

It is also worth commenting on the differences between
the MRS(H), MRS(De), and MRS(D' ) W cross sections.

I

The three parton sets have similar u- and d-quark distri-
butions for z zw and Q2 values characteristic of the
fixed-target deep-inelastic scattering data [10]. There is,
however, a rather large spread in the corresponding W
cross sections shown in Fig. 19(a). These differences arise
from the difFerent gluon distributions in the three sets.
We have seen in the previous section that z 0.05 is pre-
cisely the region where the gluon is not well constrained.
Thus, even though the quarks are accurately determined
at low Q for this z range, difFerences in the gluon can
affect the GLAP evolution to Q = Mw and lead to
difFerences in the quarks at this scale. This is graph-
ically illustrated by the o'w(H), 0'w(Do), and 0'w(D' )
predictions shown in Fig. 19(a). From Fig. 18 we see
that the ordering of the gluons at low Q and z=0.05 is
g(D' ) & g(H)& g(Do), and hence the quarks of D' or
Do increase more slowly or rapidly than those of H. This
leads directly to rrw(D' ) & ow(H)& ow(De). It would

appear, therefore, that now that the quarks are very well
constrained, it is the uncertainty in the gluon distribution
around z 0.05 which constitutes the largest theoretical
uncertainty in the predictions for the W (and Z) cross
sections at the Fermilab pp collider.

A precision measurement of 0~ at the percent level
would obviously provide a useful additional constraint
on the distributions. The most recent values [48,49] for
~~ arexo

CDF(e, p): o'w = 20.4 + 0.4 (stat) + 1.2 (syst) + 1.4 (lum) nb;

DO(e p): o'w =19.0+0.6 (stat+syst) +2.3 (lum) nb.

We should note that these cross sections relied on a l»mi-
nosity measurement which has since been superseded by
a new measurement of the total pp cross section by CDF
[50]. If the new values are indeed some lOFo higher, as

We have divided out the standard model leptonic branch-
iug ratio B(W -+ lv)=0.108.
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suggested by the ratio of "new" and "old" total cross sec-
tion measurements, then this would bring them more into
line with the theoretical predictions shown in Fig. 19(a).
However, the errors on the data in Eq. (39) are still much
too big to provide the level of discrimination between the
distributions discussed above. Indeed, the accuracy of
the theoretical prediction suggests that the S' cross sec-
tion could itself serve as a determination of the collider
luminosity.

Finally, we note that HERA will eventually be able
to make a reasonably precise measurement of Iz in a
region of Q intermediate between the fixed target data
and Mvr (see Fig. 17). In fact, the first data in this
kinematic region have recently been presented by Hl [2]
and ZEUS [3], although the error bars are so large that
no meaningful discrimination between the predictions is
possible at present.
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B. tt production cross section

The evidence presented recently by the CDF Collabo-
ration [51] has focused attention on the theoretical pre-
diction for the top quark production cross section. Here
we address the question of the uncertainty in the cal-
culation of +zan coming from parton distributions. Fig-
ure 19(b) shows the next-to-leading-order /CD predic-
tions [52] for the total cross section for mq ——174 GeV/c,
the central value reported by CDF, with the factoriza-
tion and renormalization scales set equal to m&. The
error bars on the predictions indicate the eEect of chang-
ing the scales by a factor of 2. The relative spread in
the predictions is somewhat less than for +Is, since now
the quark distributions are being probed in the range
of x 0.2—0.4, where the high-statistics BCDMS and
CCFR data provide a very tight constraint. The more
important point, however, is that unlike for cr~, the dom-
inant effect is the scale dependence. As discussed in de-
tail in Ref. [52], this scale dependence is symptomatic of
large contributions to the cross section &om soft gluons
at higher orders in perturbation theory. Figure 21 shows
the next-to-leading-order prediction for 0&& as a function
of mq using the MRS(A) partons. The solid curve corre-
sponds to the scale choice Q = mq and the dashed curves
to Q = 2m', zmq. The data point is the CDF measure-

ment [51] rr~~ = 13.9+4 s pb for mq ——174+17 GeV/c .

VII. CONCLUSIONS

To determine the partonic structure of the proton, we
have performed a global next-to-leading-order analysis of
the data for deep-inelastic scattering and related hard
scattering processes. %'e summarized the constraints
on the partons arising &om the various types of data
in Table I. We found that a surprisingly economical
parametrization of the parton densities at Q2=4 GeV2

0 I I I I l I I I I l I I I I I I I I I l I I I I

150 160 170 180 190 200

m&(Gevj

FIG. 21. Next-to-leading-order predictions for 0«at
~s=1.8 TeV as a function of m~ using MRS(A) partons. The
curve is calculated using renormalization factorization scales
equal to m&, and the band corresponds to changing scales to
2m~ and 2m~. The data point is &om the CDF Collaboration
[51].

was able to give a satisfactory description of this wide
range of data. We were able to include in the analysis
for the first time sigrII&cant new measurements of I"2 at
HERA, of the asymmetry ADY in Drell-Yan lepton-pair
production from pp and pn collisions and of the W+ ra-
pidity asymmetry A~ at Fermilab. The partons that
we obtain, MRS(A), are the only set which is consistent
with all the data. ~2 (The only exception which remains
is the incompatibility with the lowest-z measurements by
CCFR of the neutrino structure functions E2 and @ED).

The asymmetry data considerably tighten the con-
straints on the u, d, u, and d distributions. In partic-
ular, the NA51 measurement of ADY provides "missing"
information —it pins down the combination d—u, which is
essentially undetermined by the deep-inelastic structure
function measurements. On the other hand, the mea-
surements of the W+ lepton rapidity asymmetry provide
a tight constraint on the ratio d/u, with u and d having
less in8uence in this case.

An interesting feature to emerge Rom the analysis is
the nature of the link between the u and d distributions
at Q M~ and x 0.05, which determine the W cross
section at Fermilab, and the u and d densities determined
from the flxed-target data with Q2 20 GeVs. Even for x

Note that the qq annihilation process accounts for approx-
imately 90% of the total cress section for this value of m~.

The FoRTRAN code for the MRS(A) set is available by
electronic mail &em W.J.Stirlingdurham. ac.uk
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as large as 0.05, the evolution from Qz 20 GeVz to Mwz

is found to depend appreciably on the gluon distribution,
particularly in the initial stages of the evolution.

The measurements of E2 at HERA have opened up the
small-x regime, x & 10 . The dramatic growth of E2
observed with decreasing x, which has been anticipated
in perturbative /CD models, is readily accommodated in
the global Bt. Indeed, we found that the observed small-x
behavior is entirely consistent with the precocious onset
of BFKL leading-ln(1/z) dynamics, although alternative
/CD explanations are not ruled out.

We believe that our analysis has considerably improved
the detailed knowledge of the quark densities. How-
ever, the same is not true for the gluon distribution.
At present there are, with the possible exception of the
WA70 prompt photon measurements, no reliable direct
constraints on the gluon. In principle, bb and jet produc-
tion cross sections depend directly on the gluon density,
but ambiguities, as a result of scale dependence, jet recog-
nition, higher-order efFects, the choice of mg, etc. , mean
that so far these data have provided little additional in-
formation on the gluon. Valuable indirect constraints on
the gluon come from the momentum sum rule and from
the observed structure of the deep-inelastic scaling viola-
tions. Our philosophy has been to keep the parametriza-
tion of the partons as economical as possible and to
only introduce an extra parameter when it is required
to improve the description of the data. For this reason
the parametrization of the gluon is remarkably simple,
such that its behavior is prescribed by the momentum
sum rule and the optim»m fit to the WA70 prompt pho-
ton data. It is therefore not surprising that the gluons
from the various sets of partons are quite similar above

10 z. Clearly, this does not reflect the true ambigu-
ity in the gluon distribution, but rather it is an artifact
of our economical parametrization. We will attempt to
address this problem in a future publication. We will also

evolve our distributions to lower Qz, below Q2s ——4 GeVz,
and study the interplay of leading and higher twists and,
hence, provide a phenomenological representation of F2
at low Qz.

For the future we foresee a continued improvement in
our knowledge of the partons. The increasingly precise
measurements of F2 at HERA, particularly at low x and
low Q (Qz 5 GeVz), may help to distinguish between
BFKL and GLAP dynamics and may even reveal the on-
set of shadowing behavior. So far, the Drell-Yan asym-
metry has only been measured at @=0.18. This leaves
considerable ambiguity in the structure of d —G. The
results of the asymmetry measurement by a forthcom-
ing experiment at Fermilab [54j will cover an extended
x interval and are eagerly awaited. The accuracy of the
S'+ rapidity asymmetry measurements at Fermilab wiD
improve and thus provide extremely tight constraints on
the behavior of d/u in the z region around 0.05. The
neutrino measurements at low x are under further study
by the CCFR collaboration, and the discrepancy with
the NMC measurements may be resolved. A change may
effect the relative normalization between the data sets-
an improvement here would be of great value. Finally,
detailed studies of J/g cc, bb, prompt photon, and jet
production at Fermilab and HERA, together with mea-
surements of the longitudinal structure function Eg, will
help reduce the ambiguity in the gluon distribution.
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